**Cloth Mask instructions:**

Always start with a clean mask. Clean your hands before putting on your mask.

During the day if your mask becomes soiled or wet remove your mask and wear a new mask as soon as possible.

When removing your mask always remove from the ties or elastic, not from the front of the mask to prevent soiling your hands.

Place your mask in a bag for transporting home. Clean your hands after removing your mask and placing in the bag. Do not store your clean masks in the same bag as you transport the dirty masks in.

Masks can be washed by hand and hung to dry or can be washed in the washing machine.

If you have been exposed to a potential or confirmed COVID 19 patient remove your clothing without shaking to prevent the virus from becoming aerosolized. Remove your mask last to lessen the risk of breathing in anything that may have come off your clothing. Clean your hands after removing your clothing and mask. Wash your clothing and the mask in the warmest water allowed per the clothing washing instructions. Washing with other clothes is okay per the CDC. Dry cleaning is also okay per the CDC.